SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY  12.0 - 15.4 GHz
VSWR       1.10:1 MAX
VSWR WOW   0.05 MAX
INSERTION LOSS  0.2 dB MAX
INS LOSS WOW  0.05 dB MAX
POWER      1 W (CW)

MATERIAL  ALUMINUM ALLOY, 6061-T6
FINISH     TBD
PRESSURE   0.5 PSIG
LEAK RATE  0.1 SCF
TORQUE     80 IN- OZ (MAX) MEASURED @ 21 C
MARKING TO INCLUDE AS A MINIMUM:
DIAMOND LOGO, MODEL NUMBER,
CAGE CODE & SERIAL NUMBER

DIAMOND LOGO, MODEL NUMBER,
CAGE CODE & SERIAL NUMBER

CIRCULAR GUIDE ROTARY COUPLER

1:1 SCALE
WEIGHT (EST.):